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Young Europeans stand up to their career related fears:
"FACE Dublin: What about my future?”
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A common consensus at the panel was that you need to start doing things and facing
your fears if you want to learn; failure turns out to be a huge barrier for
entrepreneur and Europeans need to work hard to change the perception of failure
and understand it is an almost essential part of the learning process.

FACE Entrepreneurship programm

“Taking risks is a cultural thing”, said Ken Banks, “jobs for life are gone, we are in the
perfect place now where people don’t need to worry about missing the financial
services gravy job train because it is already gone. And, if they don’t go out when
they are young and take the risks, then they never will. (…) Get out there before you
have kids that you can show off in instagram and before you get that mortgage.”
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Jesse Van Doren, founder of Mappedinholland.com and the youngest entrepreneur
at the panel, supported similar ideas. “Start small but start” was his main advice.
And he was the perfect example, starting up at the age of 11. With a smile on his
- This interactive digital pl
face, Van Doren described how he had to wait until he was 13 in order to get more
serious with his entrepreneurship adventure because the law was very strict about
child labour. That personal anecdote was one of many that speakers shared
Madrid, October 1st 2015 - Madrid
throughout the event, as perfect examples and lessons of entrepreneurship.
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Participants at the FACE Entrepreneurship’s platform can enjoy several benefits:
inspiring interviews with top of the line entrepreneurs, direct tips and resources for
starting up a business, several prize-winning contests and much more.

Do you want to enjoy all these advantages? Join our communityFACE
here. Entrepreneurship programm
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Images from “FACE Dublin: What about my future?”

*For more pictures, videos or information please, contact amartinez@gruposecuoya.es
- This interactive digital pl
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From left to right: Cristina Luminea, Jesse Van Doren, Ken Banks, Eoin Costello and Eamonn Sayers at
“FACE Dublin: What about my future?”
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Assistant to “FACE Dublin: What about my future?” posing a question to the speakers.
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